Abstract. Segmentation of prostate is highly important in the external beam radiotherapy of prostate cancer. However, it is challenging to localize prostate in the CT images due to low image contrast, prostate motion, and both intensity and shape changes of bladder and rectum around the prostate. In this paper, an online learning and patient-specific classification method based on locationadaptive image context is proposed to precisely segment prostate in the CT image. Specifically, two sets of position-adaptive classifiers are respectively placed along the two coordinate directions, and further trained with the previous segmented treatment images to jointly perform the prostate segmentation. In particular, each location-adaptive classifier is recursively trained with different image context collected at different scales and orientations for better identification of each prostate region. The proposed learning-based prostate segmentation method has been extensively evaluated on a large set of patients, achieving very promising results.
Introduction
Prostate cancer is one of the most common cancers in males and is a leading cause of male cancer death in US [1] . The external beam radiation treatment can provide a non-invasive and effective therapy for prostate cancer. It is usually planned on a planning CT image, namely planning image, on which the prostate and nearby critical structures are manually contoured. Then, the treatment is delivered in daily fractions during a period of eight to nine weeks. At each treatment day, a new CT image, namely treatment image, is acquired to guide the dose delivery, with goal of maximizing the dose delivered to the prostate and minimizing the dose delivered to healthy tissue such as bladder and rectum. Therefore, the success of image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT) highly depends on the accurate localization of prostate.
However, the prostate segmentation from CT images is challenging mainly due to three factors. First, prostate has low intensity contrast in the CT images. Second, the prostate motion/deformation (mainly caused by both water in the bladder and air in the rectum) is complex and unpredictable, even after rigid alignment of treatment images to the planning image based on the bone structures. Third, the uncertain presence of rectum gas makes the appearance of treatment images inconsistent, as demonstrated in Fig.1 .
So far, several categories of methods have been proposed for prostate segmentation from CT images. The first category of segmentation methods is the deformable-model based segmentation [2] [3] [4] . The second category of segmentation methods is the statistical-atlas based segmentation with registration techniques [5, 6] . Also, other methods have been proposed based on different optimization strategies [7, 8] , or working on different imaging modalities, e.g., MR and US [9] . In this paper, we focus on developing a learning-based method to segment prostate from CT images. It is well known that the context and high-level information plays an important role in object recognition and scene understanding, especially for medical image analysis [10, 11] . Recently, a supervised machine learning method with context information has been proposed in [12] . In this work, the discriminative probability maps created by the learned classifier are used as context information recursively. Motivated by [12] , we propose a patient-specific classification method for segmentation of prostate using context and appearance features under the online-learning framework. In particular, we improve the segmentation of prostate by learning both context and appearance information from the previous treatment images, thus achieving accurate segmentation for new treatment images of the same patient.
Moreover, we further propose a location-adaptive classification method to improve the classification accuracy of prostate. This is motivated by the fact that a single learned global classifier and its model parameters (trained globally through the entire volume) may not properly reflect the features of the local regions. Some similar ideas of employing distributed local classifiers have been used for medical image segmentation [13] . Specifically, we will train two sets of location-adaptive classifiers along the two coordinate directions for a 3D region of interest (ROI) around prostate, as shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b) . Each location-adaptive classifier is trained only for some 2D slices within in the ROI. The classification results with the two sets of location-adaptive classifiers are fused into a final 3D classification result and further segmented by a level-set based method.
Method
Our approach consists of an online training stage and a classification stage in the course of radiotherapy for the patient. In the training stage, two sets of locationadaptive classifiers are initially trained by the patient's first 3 daily scans with manual segmentations, which can be further online-updated by the latest acquired scans (e.g., 4 scans) of the same patient during the radiotherapy. With more and more subsequent treatment images are acquired and segmented, our classifiers can be updated with the automatic segmentation results of the latest-acquired treatment images (e.g., 4 images), along with the first 3 daily scans with manual segmentations. In this way, our trained classifiers can track the up-to-date patient-specific image context and appearance to improve the classification of prostate in the next daily treatment image. Note that our approach can work fully automatically after the initialization.
Specifically, to allow our classifiers to learn the image context and appearance in the training images, besides normalizing their intensities, the patient's pose in these images need to be aligned. We can use the pelvic bones extracted (with simple thresholding) from the training images to rigidly align all the training images onto the planning image space. For saving the time for both the training and testing stages, we further extract a ROI around the prostate, i.e., shown in Fig. 2 . Then, to train each location-adaptive classifier, we just collect image features from the corresponding slices that this classifier is responsible for, and then use a machine learning technique [12] to build this classifier, along with their respective segmentation labels. Finally, these trained classifiers can be used to provide a probability segmentation map for prostate in the new treatment image, which can be further transformed into a binary segmentation by a level-set based technique. Note that both the treatment images and their respective segmentation results by our method can be used to update the training dataset for online refinement of our classifiers.
In the segmentation stage, each new treatment image is first aligned onto the planning image space. Then, the ROI used in the training stage will be used to extract the target region in the current aligned treatment image, which will then be classified/labeled by the two sets of our trained location-adaptive classifiers. The two prostate probability maps produced by the two sets of classifiers can be fused into a single probability map and further transformed into a binary segmentation by a levelset based technique [14] . Finally, the binary prostate segmentation result, along with its corresponding intensity image, can be used to update the classifiers.
Auto-context Classification Formulation
In this section, we briefly present the formulation of auto-context classification and notations. More details can be referred to [12] . We view an image as a function from the spatial domain Ù to an intensity value in . For each image , its corresponding ground-truth segmentation/label image is also available (i.e., manual prostate segmentation), with value of each pixel belonging to 0,1 . There are images used for training. And the -th pixel of image
where is the context features at the -th iteration and denotes all pixels in an image patch centered at the -th pixel.
Location-Adaptive Classifier
The identification of prostate, bone, air, and other tissue regions is important for training the location-adaptive classifiers. To achieve this, we use the segmentation labels of training images to locate the prostate, and identify (i.e., with simple thresholding) bone, air and other tissue regions on the training images. After that, we randomly sample pixels from each of the above regions as training instances. Then, the image appearance features of these training instances are computed and denoted as 1 , 1 , where is the number of slices used for training a specific location-adaptive classifier, and is the number of training instances. Context features are computed from the classification map by using a pattern that includes a large number of locations, i.e., shown in Fig. 3(b) . These context features are denoted by 1 , 1 , 0 . Finally, we can iteratively train our location-adaptive classifier. At the end of the training procedure, we get a sequence of classifiers 0 for a specific location-adaptive classifier.
Feature Extraction
Two types of features are employed in our learning-based segmentation algorithm. The first one is the appearance feature, calculated from the original image. The second one is the context feature, computed from the classification map. The appearance features include a set of rectangular Haar features as used in [15] . Haar features are widely used in object recognition, which can be computed at different scales and with high speed by using integral images. We extract Haar features from different scales to facilitate our prostate classification. Fig. 3(a) shows some 2D Haarlike features used in our algorithm. Other appearance features adopted are the histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) features [16] . The patch size for computing the above appearance features is 21×21. Finally, the coordinate of each pixel is also included as feature for learning the movement information of prostate in the pelvic. Context features are updated recursively based on the classification maps which are produced iteratively. For each pixel of interest, a number of rays in equal-degree intervals are extended out from the current pixel and we sparsely sample the context locations on these rays, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . For each context location, their classification probabilities and the mean probability within 3×3 windows are included as context features. We consider that the context information is also from the intensity variation in these selected context locations. Thus, the absolute intensity variation between the context location and current pixel of interest is also included as context features in our algorithm. Then, the classifiers can learn location information from the air or bone regions (which often have large intensity variation from the current pixel of interest) through our context features. These context features implicitly represent the shape and configuration information of the prostate. 
Experiments
Our data consists of 11 patients, each with more than 9 daily CT scans, with total image count of 161. Each image has resolution of 1×1×3 mm 3 . The first 3 images of each patient are used to initialize the patient-specific learning process. The expert manual segmentation results are also available for each image. Since the classifiers are designed to learn the patient-specific information, all training and testing experiments are done on the images from the same patient. Hereafter, we index all images starting from number 1, i.e., the planning image will be image 1 and the first treatment image will be image 2, and so on. Three quantitative measures are used to evaluate the performance of our algorithm by comparing the automated segmentation results with the manual segmentations, and they are: Dice similarity coefficient (DICE), average surface distance (ASD), and centroid distance (CD).
Fusion of results along different coordinate directions.
To validate the effectiveness of the fusion on the two results obtained from two classifier sets along two coordinate directions, we carried out a visual comparison between the results obtained from classifiers along each direction and the results obtained by the fusion. The fusion result was obtained by averaging the two classification results; then, a level-set based technique was used to extract smooth prostate boundary surface from the fused result. Fig. 4 shows a sample fusion result. From Fig. 4 , it can be observed that the fusion result is better than the results obtained along two directions separately.
Evaluation of performance on different number of training images. Here, we tested the performance of our proposed method under different number of training images. As examples, we selected 3 patients (patient ID 3, 5 and 10) with larger intertreatment segmentation performance, e.g., these three patients have large variations of Dice measures compared to other patients (see Fig. 6(a) ). Next, we selected one particular image from each of these three selected patients, i.e., image 11 of patient 3, image 12 of patient 5, and image 14 of patient 10. Then, we tested on each of these 3 images by using our location-adaptive classifiers trained by the latest 2 to 6 treatment images of the same patient. The Dice measures are shown in Fig. 6(c) . It can be observed that the Dice measures become steady when the number of training images is 4 or larger. Therefore, the number of the training images is set to 3~7 for the tradeoff between training time and segmentation accuracy in all our experiments. Evaluation of online learning mechanism. Since our method is learning-based, the number of training data cannot be too small. Thus, we use the first 3 images with manual segmentation and the latest 4 images with automatic segmentations to train our classifiers. In this way, our location-adaptive classifiers can learn the up-to-date information and reserve the information from manual segmentations of radiologist as well. Fig. 5 shows an example on segmentation results for a patient image. The results on all images of all 11 patients are shown in Fig. 6 (a) for Dice measures and Fig. 6(b) for ASD measures. Also, the centroid differences in lateral (x), anterior-posterior (y), and superior-inferior (z) directions are shown in Fig. 7 . Three existing state-of-the-art prostate segmentation algorithms [3] , [5] and [2] are compared with our method. Our mean Dice measure and mean ASD on all patients are 0.908 and 1.40 mm, respectively, which are better than the mean Dice measure of 0.893 and the mean ASD of 2.08 mm reported in [3] . Our mean centroid differences are 0.18 mm, -0.02 mm and 0.57 mm along x, y and z directions, which are comparable to the best result of -0.26 mm, 0.35 mm, and 0.22 mm reported in [5] , while our mean Dice measure 0.908 is significantly higher than theirs 0.82. Our median probability of detection and false alarm are 0.90 and 0.10, respectively, which are much better than 0.84 and 0.13 reported in [2] .
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Conclusion
We have proposed a patient-specific online-learning classification method based on image context information, for segmenting prostate in the CT scans during radiotherapy. Our method uses only the training samples from the previous treatment images of the same patient to specifically learn the patient-specific information for enhancing the prostate segmentation result, which is different from the conventional deformable-model or image-registration based methods that generally use the population information to guide the segmentation. Our trained classifiers can be updated online by the latest-acquired treatment images, thus better adapting to the prostate change of the current patient during the treatment. Experimental results show that our proposed method can produce prostate segmentations more accurately from clinical CT images, than the other state-of-the-art segmentation algorithms.
